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Dear Readers,

Greetings and welcome to the 
ENGAGE campaign guidebook.

ENGAGE is a pan-European 
communications initiative that helps 
European cities of all shapes and sizes 
ENGAGE their citizens, communities and 
organisations to play their part in building 
a sustainable energy future.

A large part of any city’s carbon impact 
comes from the activities of its people and 
businesses. For this reason, the 
significance of their involvement in an 
energy and carbon reduction campaign 
cannot be overstated. By joining 
ENGAGE, you will encourage fellow 
inhabitants of your city to not only get 
involved, but take action.

I am proud to say that the idea for 
the ENGAGE campaign originated in 
Heidelberg in 2007 and has seen great 
success since then; a success I hope 
you will soon be part of, having been 
inspired by this guidebook.

In a remarkably short time, we’ve  
seen the transformation of ENGAGE 
from a Heidelberg idea to a 
successful Europe-wide campaign. 
And it’s still growing. This transformation 
has been coordinated by Energy Cities – 
the European association of local 
authorities inventing their energy future.

ENGAGE supports cities like yours to run 
compelling and integrated PR campaigns. 
Inspiring and ENGAGing communications 
are key to success. Together with Futerra 
Sustainability Communications and 
Energy Cities, ENGAGE is able to provide 
on-going tactical advice and 
communication expertise to cities  
that sign up.

To give you a taster, one important tool 
you will use in your ENGAGE campaign is 
a user-friendly but powerful online poster 
creator, which makes it easy and fun for 
everyone to participate and make an 
energy commitment or “ENGAGEment”.

This guidebook will take you through how 
to create a successful PR campaign for 
your ENGAGE initiative by showcasing 
inspiring examples from the 12 pioneer 
cities that are already up and running. The 
guidebook also contains ENGAGE’s vision 
and some key principles that each 
campaign rests on.

We hope you’re inspired to join ENGAGE 
and bring Europe closer to a sustainable 
future. You can sign up by visiting our 
website. 

Yours sincerely,

 

The Mayor of Heidelberg

Think global - act local! 100%
zero-emission city district under
construction is our answer!

Dr. Eckart Würzner - Juli 2011

www.klimasuchtschutz.heidelberg.de
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How does ENGAGE work?
ENGAGE is all about encouraging individuals to play 
their part. Through a combination of tips, tools and 
tactics, as well as success stories from our 12 pioneer 
cities across Europe, this guidebook will show you 
how to get citizens and stakeholders excited and 
involved about their local sustainable energy future.

ENGAGE also supports collaborative work among  
local administrations, stakeholders and citizens facing 
similar challenges in different European countries. 

ENGAGE helps you:
• ENGAGE your citizens through a poster  

campaign that tells tangible local stories;
• give citizens the opportunity to make their 

own personal energy reduction pledge;
• raise awareness amongst European citizens 

about energy savings;
• monitor and evaluate ongoing energy consumption 

with a monitoring tool of your choice.

What’s in it for you?
At the end of a successful ENGAGE campaign,  
your city will:
• have many public servants, elected members, 

citizens and stakeholders that are visibly 
ENGAGEd in being more energy efficient;

• be recognised for taking a leadership role in energy 
efficiency and significantly helping to drive the 
European sustainability agenda forward.

ENGAGE helps towns and cities across Europe 
to contribute to building a sustainable energy future.

By helping you work with elected members, 
colleagues, citizens and stakeholders to tackle 
environmental issues, ENGAGE helps you deliver 
tangible energy savings.

These are driven by the EU’s challenging  
energy-related targets for 2020 – they’re known 
as the ‘3x20’ targets:
• to reduce greenhouse gas emissions  

by 20% (against 1990 levels);
• for 20% of EU energy to come from  

renewable resources; 
• to reduce primary energy use by 20%  

(compared with projected levels) by  
improving energy efficiency. 

Who can join ENGAGE?
Many of the cities involved with 
ENGAGE have signed the 
Covenant of Mayors, a pledge 
to go beyond these ‘3x20’ 
targets. However, this is not a 
requirement – any city with 

ambitious local energy and climate objectives is a 
welcome member of ENGAGE.

A core group of 12 pioneer cities from 12 different 
countries have been running exceptional ENGAGE 
campaigns since 2010.
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5 REASONS TO JOIN ENGAGE

Save energy, reduce carbon and 
contribute to the EU’s ‘3x20’ 
objectives

build relationships with local 
citizens that are focused around 
energy, climate and sustainability

Empower citizens and stakeholders 
to play a part in their energy future 

build a common vision for energy 
and sustainability in your 
municipality

Prove that local solutions matter 
and can lead to real energy savings

forums ouverts - ciné-débat - défi - circuit découverte

tout le programme sur www.ca-change-tout.fr
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êtes-vous prêts 
à changer 
Pour Moins consoMMer d’énerGie ?
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1
by becoming part of ENGAGE, you will…

ENGAGE participants in Rennes Métropole (France) JO
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TOP TIPS FROM THE 12 PIONEER CITIES

“Be sure to consider your audience when choosing the channels to communicate 
your campaign. Once people have made ENGAGEments, it’s important to encourage them 
to follow-through, tell others about their progress and help them lead by example.”
Fabienne Coumanne, Energy Manager, Liège (Belgium).

“In Växjö we run ENGAGE events alongside existing events.  
These synergies are essential to the success of our campaign.”
Sohie kim-Hagdahl, Environmental coordinator, Växjö (Sweden).

“Plan your ENGAGE activities carefully, find good partners for co-operation and try to find 
synergies with other events in the environmental sector. Bear in mind that this is also a good 
opportunity to deepen the stakeholder involvement and networks of the City for the future.”
Tiia katajamäki, Project Specialist, Public Works Department, Helsinki (Finland).

“In Bielsko-Biała, we recognise the need for municipalities to empower and lead their 
citizens in taking real and ENGAGEd action towards energy savings. To involve citizens you 
need to think locally and touch their daily lives. For example, social media is a great way to 
reach young people. Excite people with the campaign and the posters, but at the same time 
install a sense of responsibility for the local environment in which they live.”
katarzyna kordas, Inspector, Energy Management Office, Bielsko-Biała (Poland).

“In the City of Ivanić-Grad the success of the ENGAGE Campaign is based on excellent 
cooperation with stakeholders, associations and citizens. As a modern PR campaign, 
ENGAGE is implemented in every local event in the City.”
Vlatka berlan Vlahek, Head of Department of City Development, Ivanić-Grad (Croatia).

“It is critical to employ trained and motivated employees so that you have a  
full-time, hardworking team on the ENGAGE campaign. Also, creating a catchy slogan will help 
distribute the ENGAGE mission easily throughout the city.”
Davide Frisoni, Energy Manager, Rimini (Italy).

Rimini
Pop: 142,600

Bielsko-Biała
Pop. 175,500

Ivanić-Grad
Pop: 14,700

Liège
Pop: 194,700

Växjö
Pop: 60,900

Helsinki
Pop: 596,200
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“Considering diversity of audience, such as minority ethnic groups and languages,  
is a vital activity in campaign planning.”
Darsheet Chauhan, Team Leader, Leicester Energy Agency (United Kingdom).

“Good resources are invaluable. Having committed staff, a good campaign plan, and 
knowledge of citywide events makes a big difference. Activities also should be fun – 
giveaways and freebies, prize draws and quizzes ENGAGE citizens and can incentivise 
commitment to pledges.”
Hans van der Logt, Climate coordinator, Heerlen (The Netherlands).

“Put time into being creative. Hire professional photographers for beautiful posters. 
Host exciting and eye-catching events to attract the public’s attention.”
Dr. Hans-Wolf Zirkwitz, Director Office of Environmental Protection, Trade Supervision and Energy, 
Heidelberg (Germany).

“Following up with citizens is critical for maximum energy savings. An online presence and 
regular events and activities after poster ENGAGEments will help you keep in touch 
with everyone who has joined the campaign.”
brendan Catherine, Energy Manager, Rennes Métropole (France).

“To create an integrated campaign you need to use diverse channels of communication.  
Also, high quality images and attention to detail mean everything.”
José Fermín Costero, Responsible for Local Agenda 21, Pamplona (Spain).

“It has been very gratifying witnessing the visibility that the EU ‘3x20’ objectives have gained 
thanks to ENGAGE. It is our firm belief that this project will bring us a lot closer to the targets we 
defined in our Sustainable Energy Action Plan.”
Paula Cristina Santos, Environmental Manager, Oeiras (Portugal).

Leicester
Pop: 306,600

Pamplona
Pop: 198,500

Heerlen
Pop: 90,100

Heidelberg
Pop: 147,300

Rennes 
Métropole
Pop: 394,200

Oeiras 
Pop: 168,500

TOP TIPS FROM THE 12 PIONEER CITIES
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WHY YOU NEED A COMMUNICATION CAMPAIGN

The Pamplona choir pose for their pledge poster during a PR stunt.

A local PR campaign is the best way to get lots 
of stakeholders involved quickly. If you run a PR campaign 
alongside energy saving and monitoring initiatives, it will 
maximise awareness and impact.

The most effective local PR campaigns are carefully planned 
ones. This means getting a clear picture of your objectives, 
goals, audience sectors and communications messages in 
advance. That way, you’re much more likely to communicate 
in a way that leads to active participation rather than simply 
awareness. And you’ll be able to measure the success and 
impact of your campaign more easily at a later stage.

A strong PR plan will give you a reassuring point of reference 
throughout your campaign to frame ongoing communications 
and check that you’re on track.

For more information about PR campaign guidelines, take a 
look at this FAQ.
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STARTING YOUR LOCAL 
ENGAGE CAMPAIGN

There are five clear parts to the 
creation and launch of a successful 
local ENGAGE campaign, each 
involving various activities. You don’t 
need to do all the activities listed, but 
we recommend that you look through 
all of them.

Create a 
campaign plan

Share your 
 objectives

Capture the 
 moment

Create  
posters

Celebrate through 
 ENGAGE days 

Know your 
city

Learn from 
others

local  
ENGAGE
campaign

Promote your 
activities

Walk the talk

Display  
 posters

ENGAGE 
citizens

Involve local 
stakeholders
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before you plan your 
ENGAGE campaign, it’s 
important to gather 
useful information about 
your own city and learn 
from other campaigns 
across Europe.

know your city ► 
Information about 

resource and energy use 
in your city, particularly 
on an individual basis, will 
be useful as you come to 
plan and activate 
your campaign.

Learn from others ► 
Research what other 

ENGAGE cities have 
done and use their 
experience as inspiration.

With a better 
understanding of how 
people use energy in your 
city, and of other cities’ 
approach to ENGAGing 
their citizens, you’re ready 
to start planning your 
campaign.

Create a  
campaign plan ► 
Clear objectives and 

target dates will give 
structure and direction to 
your ENGAGE campaign.

Share your  
objectives ► 
Sharing these 

objectives within a vision of 
your ENGAGEd city is an 
important first step towards 
attracting local involvement 
and advocacy.

To attract widespread 
attention for your 
campaign you need high 
quality communications 
materials.

Your campaign’s ready to 
go – now get it out there!

ENGAGE is all about 
getting people involved 
and taking action. There 
are three groups of people 
to focus on in your 
campaign. Each has a role 
to play in your campaign.

Walk the talk ►  
A powerful way to 

inspire citizens/inhabitants 
and stakeholders to get 
involved in your campaign 
is to use elected 
representatives and public 
servants as role models.

Involve local 
stakeholders ► 

Local NGOs, private 
companies and other 
official associations can 
support your campaign and 
attract attention from the 
other two audience groups 
described here.

ENGAGE 
citizens ► 

Getting everyday citizens 
involved early on in your 
campaign will make it feel 
real and accessible to the 
rest of your city’s people.

Capture the 
moment ► 

Photographs of real 
people making real 
commitments to cutting 
their energy use are an 
essential ingredient in 
your campaign.

Create posters ► 
ENGAGE’s 

online poster tool will 
help you turn simple 
photographs into an 
effective and 
recognisable poster 
campaign for your city.

STARTING YOUR LOCAL ENGAGE CAMPAIGN

RESEARCH PLAN CREATE ACTIVATEINVOLVE

Create a  
campaign plan ► 

Clear objectives and 
target dates will give 
structure and direction to 
your ENGAGE campaign.

Share your  
objectives ► 

Sharing these objectives 
within a vision of 
your ENGAGEd city is an 
important first step 
towards attracting local 
involvement.

Display posters ► 
Put your posters 
up around town and 

display them in an online 
photo gallery and with 
social media links to help 
spread the word.

Promote your 
activities ► 

From organising events 
to running social media 
promotions, there are 
many ways you can 
promote what’s 
happening with ENGAGE 
in your city.

Celebrate through 
ENGAGE days ► 

It’s important to celebrate 
people’s commitments 
and achievements. 
ENGAGE days are the 
perfect opportunity to do 
this while attracting more 
attention to your 
campaign.
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kNOW YOUR CITY

Communications and PR are great for leveraging 
and mobilising change. But, to understand how 
well they’re working, you need to know what that 
change means in terms of real energy savings.

Before you start planning or activating your 
ENGAGE campaign, we recommend you establish 
baseline energy use measurements for the people 
and organisations that get involved, and that you 
put in place a process to collect ongoing results. 
This will give you the data you need to prove your 
campaign has been a success and to learn from 
it for next time.

ENGAGE has created some tools to help you set 
baselines and monitor change. Click here to read 
about measuring and evaluating your ENGAGE 
campaign and for a set of key data requirements 
for your communications plan.

Each of the 12 pioneer cities chose an evaluation 
tool to help them measure and evaluate the energy 
savings of participants to their advantage.

know your city: The Heidelberg CO2 Mirror, Germany 

Every inhabitant of Germany is responsible for 
an average of 11 tonnes of CO2 per year. The EU 
‘3x20’ objectives aim to see this reduced by 20% 
by 2020.

The City of Heidelberg developed a ‘CO2 Mirror’ 
to reflect their energy consumption. This online 
tool lets individuals measure how much 
greenhouse gas they emit each day and then set 
some targets for cutting this down.

The ‘CO2 Mirror’ is divided into four sections: 
Nutrition, Consumer Behaviour, Mobility and 
Housing. Participants can monitor their 
emissions from, for example, central heating and 
transport, and analyse their daily habits as 
consumers and shoppers. They can even 
compare their results to the national average.

The tool helps people estimate how much energy 
they could save by making small lifestyle 
changes, such as with their travel or heating, 

each with easy-to-follow steps. In a few clicks, 
they can quickly work out their personal carbon 
footprint for a period of up to five years, enabling 
them to set clear and realistic targets.

Find out more (website in German).

Heidelberg’s CO2 mirror is simple and easy to use 

RESEARCH PLAN CREATEINVOLVE ACTIVATE
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LEARN FROM OTHERS

As well as the 12 pioneer cities referenced 
throughout this guidebook, there are already many 
cities that are signed up to ENGAGE and initiating 
their campaigns across Europe. Reading about 
these campaigns, and even asking questions of the 
people behind them, will be really helpful as you 
consider the best approach for your area and start 
to plan your campaign.

We have a resource-packed website and a thriving 
online community of participating cities. You can 
view a large online gallery of posters on the 
ENGAGE campaign website and ask specific 
questions from the people who have had firsthand 
experience of running campaigns.

All cities are encouraged to share documents and 
details of their campaigns online, via their account 
on the poster tool, that they think other cities might 
find useful. Have a look at this example from 
Heidelberg to see what we mean.

Learn from others: Ivanić-Grad: ‘Think Green for a better tomorrow’, Croatia

The ENGAGE team at Ivanić-Grad wanted to 
incentivise the people of their city to get involved 
from day one of the campaign. Dozens of 
citizens volunteered to register their current 
energy consumption and then report back in a 
year’s time to calculate the difference.

At the time this guidebook went to print, the first 
results for six of the monitored individuals had 
come in. On average they’d saved an impressive 
8,865KWh and 32 tonnes of CO2 in that time, 

which is a very encouraging 
result. By March 2012, 

Ivanić-Grad had 
ENGAGEd 312 
citizens, 76 of whom 
are being monitored 
and evaluated for 
their energy 

consumption.

Ivanić-Grad’s ENGAGE team publicise the campaign

Citizens register to monitor their energy consumption

RESEARCH PLAN INVOLVE ACTIVATE

76
citizens 

monitored 
for energy 

consumption
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Use creative 
tactics  
Find creative ways to 
attract attention and 
spark curiosity around 
your city.
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Define 
objectives  
What’s the reason for 
ENGAGE in your city? 
Carefully define the 
purpose of your 
campaign.

build strong 
media 
relationships 
Establish and nurture 
links with your local 
journalists and keep 
them updated about 
campaign activities.

Set targets  
to meet  
Link your campaign 
objectives to 
measurable targets 
that you want to 
achieve by certain 
dates.

know your 
audience 
Consider conducting 
research about each 
of your audience 
groups. Approach 
your city’s population 
from a broad 
perspective.

Think locally 
When it comes to 
energy savings, 
solutions are local. 
ENGAGE stakeholders 
early on so you have 
the connections 
needed to leverage 
change in your city.

be prepared 
Decide in advance 
how you are going to 
measure the 
success of your 
campaign. Think 
carefully about your 
process of evaluation.

Define and tailor 
key messages 
Develop core 
campaign messages 
that will run through 
all your 
communications 
materials. This could 
include naming your 
campaign.

Evaluate, assess  
and repeat 
Continue to measure 
your results, and to 
learn from analysing 
them. Always 
remember to celebrate 
your successes, big  
and small.

Make it fun 
Energy savings can 
sometimes seem dry 
and uninteresting – be 
sure to run ENGAGing 
activities that 
incentivise and inspire 
participants.

CREATE A  
CAMPAIGN PLAN

1
2 3 4 5 6

7
8

9
10
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Once you have developed your objectives, it’s  
time to share them at a local level. To give people an 
idea of the ‘bigger picture’, it’s best to show  
how your city’s objectives fit within the EU ‘3x20’ 
objectives or other ambitious, long-term energy and 
carbon objectives. We recommend doing this 
alongside a vision or mission statement for your city 
– something that gets people excited about the end 
result.

Apart from building excitement for your campaign, 
the main reason for sharing your objectives early on 
is that you need as many people in your local 
authority ENGAGEd as possible. Energy and climate 
objectives require action from many different 
municipal areas, including departments for 
communications, natural environment, transport, 
social and welfare, planning and infrastructure.

We therefore recommend that you hold regular 
interdepartmental meetings so that city departments 
can discuss these transversal targets and join forces 
to achieve them.

As you can see from this example from the city of 
Bielsko-Biała in Poland, these meetings can prove 
highly effective at making things happen.

SHARE YOUR 
ObJECTIVES

Share your objectives: Interdepartmental meetings, Bielsko-Biała, Poland

Within an 18-month period, the ENGAGE team 
at Bielsko-Biała held seven interdepartmental 
meetings. These have been well-attended  
by members of the mayor’s office including  
the mayor himself, Jacek Krywult, on  
several occasions.

Other departments that attended include 
the Department of Environmental Protection, 
the Department of City Strategy and the Head 
of Department of City Promotion. Individuals 
from the informatics, communication and urban 
management teams have now come on  
board too.

In the first meeting (September 2010) a 
permanent team for ‘education in energy 
effectiveness’ was established. All those involved 
agreed to stay in close contact to share 
information and ideas. The team also chose three 
schools where they planned to present their 
achievements on the ENGAGE Energy Day.

At the next meeting, the team put together an 
energy efficiency questionnaire to gauge citizens’ 
attitudes to climate protection. They also printed 
leaflets about how Bielsko-Biała is supporting 

energy efficiency and renewable energy sources.

These interdepartmental meetings have provided 
an invaluable platform for reporting progress and 
moving forward with shared goals. As a direct 
outcome, the Office of Energy Management 
has approached educational institutions about 
ENGAGEing young people in the campaign. 
The Bielsko-Biała team says that results like 
this would not have been possible without regular 
and well-attended interdepartmental meetings.

The Mayor Jacek Krywult and the Deputy Mayor Zbigniew 
Michniowski participating in the ENGAGE day in Bielsko-Biała
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WALk THE TALk

Part of a powerful ENGAGE communications 
campaign is having the full participation of elected 
members and public servants, particularly in the 
poster campaign.

Their ‘face’ on public-facing posters is great social 
proof (or social influence) for every citizen to join. 
Leading by example is much more effective than 
preaching, so if these influential figures show that 
they are ‘walking the talk, not just talking the talk’, 
they are far more likely to convince citizens to do 
the same.

As you can see from these examples from the cities  
of Pamplona, Rennes Métropole and Ivanić-Grad, a 
strong figurehead featuring front and centre in a 
campaign really pays off.

Walk the talk: Rennes Métropole, France

Rennes Métropole is an agglomeration 
community of almost 400,000 inhabitants 
composed of the city of Rennes and the 36 
towns around it. Rennes and 33 of its member 
towns are Covenant of Mayors signatories. Each 
local authority wrote and voted on its sustainable 
energy action plan in 2010.

ENGAGE was proposed to these signatories as 
a tool to inform citizens about their objectives 
and the actions they voted to take.

Each town that signed up created a series 
of posters from elected representatives that 

illustrated the action plan and 
added an air of reality to the 

commitments. In total, 
Rennes Métropole created 
54 posters of elected 
people, including mayors 
and elected representatives 

from the 33 towns.

A Gévezé, nous marchons
et nous pédalons pour
économiser l’énergie.

Françoise Gouesbier, adjointe au Maire - Mai 2011

www.ca-change-tout.fr

Françoise Gouesbier, Deputy Mayor - May 2011
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WALk THE TALk

Walk the talk: Mayor ENGAGEment, Pamplona, Spain

Yolanda Barcina was the Mayor of Pamplona 
from 1999 to 2011 and promoted sustainable 
development throughout her time in office. 
Pamplona City Council joined the Covenant 
of Mayors in 2009 and was then invited to be 
a pioneer city for ENGAGE.

The Mayor made a poster commitment  
“to put in place more public escalators/elevators 
in the city to improve accessibility” in time for the 

official launch of ENGAGE. 
(Unfortunately, she couldn’t 

follow through with the 
pledge because of a 
change to the laws around 
planning  
during elections.)

Mayor Barcina’s successor, Mayor Enrique 
Maya, continues City Hall’s commitment to 
sustainable development:

• He has pledged “to save 10% on energy 
consumed in municipal buildings by 2015”

• 80 public servants and elected representatives 
(about 5% of the total for Pamplona City Council) 
have been ENGAGEd, with 35 commitments 
made as a result

• All members of the Covenant of Mayors in Spain 
were invited to Pamplona to learn about 
ENGAGE. Mayor Enrique Maya has pledged to save 10% on energy consumed in 

municipal buildings by 2015.
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These politicians in Oeiras made a joint commitment to 
cut energy that’s in line with one of the EU ‘3x20’ 
objectives.

The President of the Republic of Croatia Ivo Josipović took part in the campaign in Ivanić-Grad. The Deputy Mayor of Helsinki, Pekka Sauri, made a 
commitment to continue the systematic promotion of 
energy efficiency in Helsinki in an urban environment, 
buildings and offices and then sent a signed letter to all 
departments that challenged everyone to participate in 
the campaign.

WALk THE TALk

Dajem podršku provođenju
europskog projekta
Engage u Ivanić-Gradu

Ivo Josipović, predsjednik Republike Hrvatske - listopad 2011

Lupaan jatkaa energiatehokkuuden
systemaattista edistämistä
Helsingin kaupunkiympäristössä,
rakennuksissa sekä virastoissa.
Pekka Sauri, Apulaiskaupunginjohtaja, Helsingin kaupunki - Kesäkuu 2011

www.kevyinaskelin.fi
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Involving a range of local stakeholders in your 
ENGAGE campaign will increase its reach and 
success. Someone who plays a meaningful role 
in communities can send an extremely powerful 
message, both to elected bodies and to citizens. 
These stakeholders could include community 
leaders, or respected figures from groups 
and organisations in civil society.

All 12 of the pioneer cities ENGAGEd a diverse 
range of stakeholders for their campaigns to 
great success.

INVOLVE LOCAL 
STAkEHOLDERS

Involve local stakeholders: Heerlen Climate Embassy, the Netherlands

The Climate Embassy in Heerlen has a group 
of special stakeholders that represent 20 target 
groups. This is called the ‘Club of 20 for 20’ and 
meets twice yearly to advise the Deputy Mayor 
on climate policy, actions and recommended 
do’s and don’ts.

This group contains representatives from building 
associations, technical firms, environmental 
groups, the transport sector, the garbage 
collection sector, architects and citizens.

To join, members had to demonstrate that 
they’d done something to save energy  
or to reduce their carbon emissions – most 
made an accompanying ENGAGE poster. 
They could then register their project which 
would be promoted and discussed on the 
municipal website.

Met de zonnepanelen op het dak
van de Morenhoek, werkt Weller
aan een duurzame toekomst voor
haar huurders.

Tom Hanssen, projectleider Weller - Juni 2011

www.heerlen.nl

Samen duurzaam. Doe je mee?

RESEARCH PLAN INVOLVE ACTIVATE

Tom Hanssen, of Club 20 for 20, pledges to install solar panels on 
the roofs of the Weller housing association project.
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INVOLVE LOCAL 
STAkEHOLDERS

Involve local stakeholders: Liège, belgium

The ENGAGE team in Liège identified a broad range of local 
stakeholders they wanted to involve in their campaign.

Many local organisations, including the university, hospitals 
and energy providers, were already actively managing their 
energy. However, these groups often focused on the 
technical aspects of energy saving, so the ENGAGE team 
learned to always start a new relationship by showing 
the value of communications and PR.

For those stakeholders that weren’t yet actively managing 
energy in their organisations, the Liège ENGAGE team used 
corporate structures like the Shopkeepers Association and 
the Royal Architects Order to reach out. Using 
intermediaries in this way was much more effective than 
simply sending blanket mail drops from the mayor.

The team organised a conference with some of these 
stakeholders at an Energy Day in November 2011. Their 
challenge, going forwards, is to nurture the relationships 
built at this conference and develop a stronger network that 
can make use of synergies and share learning experiences.

Nous nous engageons à
limiter la température du
studio radio à 19°. 

L'équipe de Vivacité - Août 2011

www.climat.liege.be

VivaCité radio pledge to keep the temperature in their studio at 19 degrees.
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The final and most important group of people  
to get involved in your ENGAGE campaign  
is the citizens of your city. Without their active 
involvement and support, your campaign will 
not reach its fullest potential.

As you develop your ENGAGEment strategy for 
citizens, we suggest you bear the following two 
points in mind:

•  Your campaign will generate a lot of interest 
when it first starts: people will be excited  
by the idea of appearing on a poster across 
their city. To take full advantage of this, make 
sure it’s easy for people to participate and 
always use effective, clear and interesting 
communications tactics.

•  As you develop your strategy, make sure 
your campaign’s PR activities always reflect 
its overall objectives and strategy. Consider 
developing key messaging as part of your 
campaign plan to help with this.

The 12 pioneer cities used a wide range of tactics 
to ENGAGE people. Here are a handful of their 
ideas, together with examples, that you could 
use to mobilise your citizens. Several of these 
tactics could be adapted to any aspect of your 
campaign, from poster photography to events 
or press releases.

Use events to recruit
Many of the pioneer cities organised events to 
recruit citizens to the campaign. These ranged 
from stand-alone events to feature spots at 
municipal sporting, musical, climate change, 
artistic or environmental events. 

When you come to organise an ENGAGE event for 
your campaign, remember to keep the focus positive 
and to use the occasion to celebrate any  
energy-related achievements.

Use events to recruit: Leicester’s recruitment days, Uk

The Riverside Festival, June 2011 ► 
Leicester’s ENGAGE team arranged to have a 
stand in the Eco village area of the city’s huge 
riverside festival. They used the occasion to 
meet many local people and encourage them to 
make pledges. The event was packed with local, 
like-minded people and groups and, with a sunny 
day to boot, was a really positive experience. 
The festival was important both for recruitment 
and for sharing understanding with potential 
partner groups.

Leicester College Fresher’s Day,  
September 2011 ► The ENGAGE team made 
another successful appearance at the Leicester 
College Fresher fair, where students and staff 
were encouraged to come and make poster 

pledges. The team used the event to support the 
college’s own sustainability plans and to promote 
the goals of the ENGAGE campaign.

ENGAGE CITIZENS

Planting trees at Leicester’s Riverside festival
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ENGAGE CITIZENS

Use events to recruit: Växjö Earth Hour 2011, Sweden

The Växjö ENGAGE team held a recruitment 
event in 2011 to coincide with the international 
climate event, Earth Hour. The event was 
attended by over 200 people and served as 
fantastic opportunity to ENGAGE many local 
citizens and stakeholders. Twenty people made a 
commitment and were professionally 
photographed for their pledge posters.

The event had a wide range of stalls and activities 
to promote different aspects of the ENGAGE 
campaign. These included everything from free 
climate-friendly soup, to the photo shoot 
described above and an award ceremony for the 
most energy-efficient school, presented by mayor 
Bo Frank. Four different choirs joined for a 
concert, which gave a strong impression of the 
impact of people working together. Each attendee 
was given a textile bag as a low-carbon and 
awareness-raising gift.

Jag tänker cykla mer,
stänga av datorn och
släcka lampor.

Amanda Martinsson - March 2011

Gör Växjö grönare
www.vaxjo.se/gronare

Växjö citizens made pledges during Earth Hour. Växjö choirs performed to the citizens

Climate friendly soup served to the participants of Earth Hour.
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ENGAGE CITIZENS

Use events to recruit: Rimini’s long weekend, Italy

In October 2011, Rimini hosted a long-weekend 
event for Energy, Education and Sustainability. 
The three days were a melting pot of local 
tradition, culture and sustainable energy.

Hundreds of people visited the ENGAGE stand 
during the event. About 150 became ENGAGEd 
citizens and 110 of those had their pledge posters 
created. This included influential figures from local 
government, most notably Mayor Andrea Gnassi, 
Deputy Mayor for Energy and Environment, Sara 
Visintin, and a number of other civil servants.

The Rimini team organised lots of ways for people 
to learn about energy and ENGAGE in their city:

• an ‘ENGAGEment tree’ for people to place 
their pledges on, giving a strong impression 
of the bigger picture and providing lots 
of inspiration for citizens yet to ENGAGE

• games and experiments related to energy 
sources, suitable for children and adults. 
These were managed by educational 
experts with energy experience

• energy experts handed out informative 
leaflets and talked to citizens, and an 
engineer provided energy consultancy

• a carbon footprint calculator to which 
several people signed up to have their 
energy consumption monitored

• a photography set for pledge photo shoots

• two donkeys were employed as energy 
ambassadors to help explain sustainability 
basics to children. On the Sunday morning, 

Flora and Giuditta (the donkeys) led children 
on a two hour walk from the hills to the city 
centre to promote the 15 minute Pedibus 
lines for primary schools.

Lo capisce anche un asino che
dobbiamo impegnarci per la
protezione del clima. E tu cosa
pensi di fare?

Gabriele - Settembre 2011

http://www.riminiambiente.it/energia
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Celebrity involvement
Do you know any local celebrities and can 
you persuade them to participate in the poster 
campaign? Think about your audience and, 
as in the examples given here, consider 
asking celebrities from all walks of life!

ENGAGE CITIZENS

Celebrity involvement: Mikel Urmeneta, Pamplona, Spain

Mikel is famous in Pamplona for his design 
company ‘Kukuxumusu’. The company started 
designing T-shirts but, over time, have spread 
into a wide range of merchandise. This includes 
lots of work for the world-famous Running of the 
Bulls at the annual San Fermin Festival. Mikel 
created a character called ‘Testis the Bull’ who is 
now very famous around the City.

Even though Mikel wasn’t living in Pamplona at 
the time, the Pamplona ENGAGE team managed 
to get his support for their campaign. With the 
help of a photographer friend, Mikel designed a 
great poster to represent his commitment to use 
less energy during the winter. The poster shows 
Mikel wearing the Testis the Bull costume with 
the statement, “Wrap up more and don’t abuse 
your heating in winter at home”.

The team used the poster (and a Testis costume 
borrowed from Kukusumusu) at a street event 
during the San Fermin Festival. As a result, 
the ENGAGE stand was very popular, particularly 
with children, and lots of people signed up to 
the campaign.

Arropa gehiago jantziko
eta berogailua itzaliko;
hitza hitz.

Mikel Urmeneta - 2011ko maiatza

www.pamplona.es
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ENGAGE CITIZENS

Stunts
Can you think of an eye-catching stunt that  
will grab the public’s attention and inspire them 
to attend your event? You can read about an 
ice stunt in Heidelberg in their campaign analysis 
(from page 15 on).

Real life stories
Are any of your poster-participants prepared  
to talk about their energy-saving experiences? 
Journalists and readers like personal stories 
and will be interested in hearing about people 
similar to them.

Host a sequence of events
If you are holding a sequence of events, 
the continuous nature of the campaign will 
give journalists a narrative to join, and citizens 
an unfolding story to follow and perhaps 
contribute to.

Celebrity involvement: Optimus Alive, Oeiras, Portugal

The Oeiras team ENGAGEd two local bands 
during Optimus Alive – an annual national music 
event that takes place in Oeiras. ‘The Gift’ and 
‘Homens da Luta’ both created poster 
commitments.

The Gift are a Portuguese alternative pop/rock 
band who, in 2005, won the MTV Europe award 
for best Portuguese act and became the first 
Portuguese band to have a music video played 
on MTV.

Homens da Luta (Men of the Struggle)  
are a Portuguese improvisational comedy  
and music street performance group. Their 
songs and characters are parodies based  
on mucis and people from the 1974 Carnation  
Revolution. They represented Portugal  
at the 2011 Eurovision song contest in 
Dusseldorf, Germany.

Pra esticar o ordenado o
povo deve ser poupado!

Homens da Luta - Julho 2011

www.cm-oeiras.pt                     http://oeiras2020.blogspot.com/

Nós procuramos que os
nossos espectáculos
sejam sustentáveis!

The Gift - Julho 2011

www.cm-oeiras.pt                     http://oeiras2020.blogspot.com/

The Gift pledge to make all their concerts sustainable Homens da Luta make a pledge
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A large part of the ENGAGE campaign involves 
asking stakeholders and citizens to feature in a 
city-wide poster campaign. Those who agree will 
be asked to make a personal energy-saving 
pledge, or ‘ENGAGEment’ and attend a photo 
shoot. The posters created will feature a 
photograph of the citizen with their pledge 
alongside.

These posters will be put up around the city 
to inspire others to sign up to the campaign.

The photo shoot poster campaign is a highly 
effective tactic because it consists of a clear and 
specific request. Climate change and energy 
behaviours are tricky issues; citizens are more 
likely to respond to a clear call to action for 
their participation.

CAPTURE THE 
MOMENT

ENGAGE photo shoot 
checklist

Organise a photo shoot as a 
public event and entice people 
in with baked goods and music, 
or motivate them with prizes

Shoot at an outdoor location if 
possible and try to choose a 
sunny day with good light for 
brighter, more cheerful photos

Hire a professional 
photographer and use proper 
lighting – this will greatly 
increase the quality of  
the photos

Choose an iconic city location 
to shoot in, or pick somewhere 
with a scenic backdrop

Photo shoots: Rennes Métropole

Each town in this agglomeration community has had a photographer and facilitator for local events to 
capture personal pledges and accompanying photos for posters. More examples of posters 
from around the towns can be viewed on their poster gallery.

RESEARCH PLAN CREATEINVOLVE ACTIVATE

Professional photography shoots in Helsinki and Växjö. 
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CREATE POSTERS

Creative posters will help you promote the 
contributions of individual citizens, while 
also attracting the attention of stakeholders 
and citizens from across your city.

Our user-friendly online tool will help you to 
create bespoke posters that suit your city 
but still conform to an ENGAGE ‘look and 
feel’. You can even develop your own logo 
for use on the posters if you wish. The 
layout of the posters means they effectively 
communicate the personal pledges of 
ENGAGEd citizens and stakeholders. This 
template-approach allows for a fully-
integrated PR campaign that spreads 
easily. View our online gallery to see many 
examples of the posters in action.

These posters can help inspire healthy 
competition and encourage participants to 
stick to their energy pledges and perhaps 
even to monitor their energy consumption. 
By uploading them to your online gallery, 
your citizens will be able to vote for their 
favourite poster. Showcasing the 
‘ENGAGEments’ of every participant 
also demonstrates the power of the 
combined energy-saving actions of 
thousands of citizens.

Lupaamme vaihtaa kodin
lamput
energiasäästölamppuihin.

Elina & Timo - Heinäkuu 2011

www.kevyinaskelin.fi

Use a professional 
photographer to help 
you capture high-quality 
portrait or landscape 
pictures of your 
participants. The image 
is what makes each 
poster original, so invite 
everyone involved to get 
creative!

If your city has signed 
the Covenant of 
Mayors, the logo will 
appear here.

Your ENGAGE 
campaign logo sits here. 
You can create a logo 
with a professional 
designer, or just use 
some text.

Your city logo is 
automatically 
inserted here.

In this box you can type 
the ENGAGEment of 
the participant that is on 
the picture.

This is where the name 
of the person, people or 
organisation behind the 
ENGAGEment goes. 
The month and year will 
be added automatically.
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DISPLAY POSTERS

The ENGAGE posters play a core part in your city’s PR campaign. Here are 
some inspiring and creative examples from the 12 pioneer cities, where they 
have used posters to attract lots of exposure for their campaigns.

As well as putting these posters up in physical locations around the city, we 
recommend you display them online and across any other channels 
available to you. You can also link them to social media, such as an 
ENGAGE Facebook page, so that your citizens can comment on or vote for 
their favourites.

Helsinki showcases the pledge posters in prime locations. © photos City of HelsinkiOeiras displays several pledge posters all  
over the city.

Pamplona showcased several pledge posters during an 
ENGAGE day in October. © photos City of Pamplona
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Media coverage is essential for helping your 
ENGAGE campaign to pick-up momentum. Local 
media is a must, but any national and European 
coverage you attract would obviously powerfully 
reinforce your efforts.

Media attention can sometimes arise from 
unpredictable places and take shape in surprising 
ways. Here are a few ideas for promotion, as well 
as a few inspiring examples of media coverage 
achieved by ENGAGE teams in the 12  
pioneer cities.

Promotion tips
Out of the ordinary ► Journalists like anything 
that’s unusual, rare and unique. How can you 
reflect this in your poster photography or at  
one of your events?

The first ► If it’s interesting enough, the first 
time an activity is carried out makes it news.

The only ► Is yours the only city in your country 
to be participating in this European initiative? 
Regional newspaper journalists will like  
this angle.

One-offs ► Journalists like writing about 
occurrences that will only happen once.

biggest, smallest, longest, shortest ► 
Extremes make good stories. Could you tie 
this idea in with a stunt for your event and  
invite a press photographer along?

PROMOTE YOUR 
ACTIVITIES

Je produis et je
consomme local, ça
crée du lien

Emmanuelle, Corps-Nuds - Mars 2012

www.ca-change-tout.fr

Podejmujemy wyzwanie -
urządzimy nasze
ekologiczne mieszkanie

Basia Susfał i Grzesiek Władyka - Wrzesieñ 2011

włącz się!

http://energia.um.bielsko.pl/                  http://engage-bielsko-biala.blogspot.com/

Obvezujem se kupovati
sezonsko voće i povrće

Ruža Galić, Dječji vrtić - travanj 2011

Konpromisoa hartzen dut,
bertako produktuak
erosteko.

Jose Luis (udal-langilea). - 2011ko urtarrila

www.pamplona.es

Mit uns ist Klimaschutz
nicht nur heiße Luft.

Nils und Sven Grambow - Februar 2011

www.klimasuchtschutz.heidelberg.de

WE ENGAGE to make
Leicester a low carbon
city!
City Mayor, Peter Soulsby & Deputy Mayor, Cllr Rory Palmer - January 2012

www.oneleicester.com

M'impegno a sprecare
meno acqua durante la
doccia

maria - Ottobre 2011

http://www.riminiambiente.it/energia
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Go online
Every ENGAGE city hosts their posters in an 
online gallery on the ENGAGE website. To 
complement this online presence, many cities use 
social media to increase public awareness and 
further involve citizens.

•  Pamplona generated great media  
coverage with a PR Choir stunt and viral 
video on YouTube

•  Helsinki uses interactive online social media 
channels, such as its active Facebook page

•  Bielsko-Biala hosts a blog where citizens 
can keep in touch and share their ENGAGE 
stories, challenges and experiences.

PROMOTE YOUR 
ACTIVITIES

Go online: Rennes Métropole, France

The ENGAGE campaign in Rennes Métropole 
has a website that features posters and local 
actions. Visitors can ask questions via a forum 
and there is a monthly newsletter that keeps 
readers up to date with the latest news from their 
local campaign.

The campaign also has a Facebook page and 
Twitter account that, among other things, 
promotes local energy actions by sharing 
resources from across the web. The campaign 
pledge posters are also published on Facebook 
– there’s one album for each of the 37 towns 
involved in the campaign.

People can follow the campaign via these 
channels, making it easier to interact with and 
share the campaign with their friends. There are 
currently a few hundred people actively following 
Rennes Métropole ENGAGE online, showing that 
social media makes a fantastic tool for sharing 
news and information, and showcasing some of 
the great work that has already been done.
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Celebrate through ENGAGE Days: Leicester ENGAGE Day, Uk

The ENGAGE team at Leicester wanted to raise 
awareness and encourage citizens to make 

a poster pledge.

They held an ENGAGE Day on 
Monday 17th October 2011 at 
the Shree Sanatan Mandir 
and Community Centre, 
where an indoor exhibition 
fair was attended by children, 

senior citizens and 
representatives of the faith 

community. The date had been 
carefully chosen to coincide with the 

local schools’ half term holiday and the Hindu 
festival of Diwali. 

Highlights of the day included making Diwali 
decorations from recycled materials, learning 
how to use the new city-wide orange recycling 
bags, free advice on health and benefits, cycling 
advice and participation in cultural singing and 
dancing. The most popular workshop was on 
how to recycle old materials into new outfits 
and decorations. Over 300 people attended, 
including six environmental groups, and 50 new 
poster pledges were made on the day.

The 12 pioneer cities of the ENGAGE 
campaign organised local ENGAGE days  
to thank participants and involve other citizens 
and stakeholders in the campaign. All cities 
ran exciting events and we’ve shared a few 
highlights below.

CELEbRATE THROUGH 
ENGAGE DAYS

RESEARCH PLAN CREATEINVOLVE ACTIVATE

	  
	  

	   The children of Leicester showed their creative size and made Diwali decorations 
from recycled materials.

The workshop on how to recycle old materials into 
new outfits was very popular.

300
attendees

50
new poster 

pledges
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CELEbRATE THROUGH 
ENGAGE DAYS

Celebrate through ENGAGE Days: Make Växjö Greener, Sweden

The ENGAGE team at Växjö wanted to give the 
city’s municipal, housing and energy departments 
the chance to demonstrate their recent efforts to 
make Växjö greener. They held an ENGAGE Day, 
which also provided a great opportunity to 
promote the team’s plans to start collecting 
household waste for biogas production.

1,300 citizens visited the library, expressing their 
views and discussing environmental issues with 
Växjö representatives. 45 posters were made on 
that day alone, and since then, 170 have been 
made in total. Four micro seminars were held 
discussing everything from electric vehicles 
to climate targets.

One of the day’s highlights was 
revealing the results of ‘The 

Challenge of the Politicians’ 
where two politicians who 
had been in competition 
to save the most energy 
took part in a knowledge 

quiz and recycling contest.

Showcasing posters in the library.

The ENGAGE team talk to citizens.

Make Växjö Greener! Banners invite people to the area.
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RESEARCH PLAN CREATEINVOLVE ACTIVATECELEbRATE THROUGH 
ENGAGE DAYS

Celebrate through ENGAGE Days: Helsinki Energy Day, Finland

The ENGAGE team at Helsinki wanted to promote 
awareness of their projects and activate citizens 
to make their own commitments and posters. 
They held an Energy Day on Saturday 26th 
March 2011, during the global Earth-Hour day.

The main focus was ‘Kinetic Energy’, where 
the team combined entertainment with useful 
information and lots of tips on sustainable 
lifestyles. The first half of the day focused 
on families and children and the second half 
ended on the dance floor with a series of 
popular DJ’s!

Visitors received an event map and were 
encouraged to collect stamps from various 
interactive stands. Each stand provided 
information about climate friendly cooking, 
energy efficient lighting, CO2 emissions from 
transport and reducing waste and recycling.  
A Sustainable Energy Action Plan tree was 
created to map how citizens would like to see 
improvements in efficiency in each area.

The interactive stands attract the local citizens at Helsinki Energy day. Citizens had their say on where they would like to see improvements 
to energy efficiency by writing on the SEAP tree.
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JOIN ENGAGE! 

Thank you for exploring  
the ENGAGE campaign
We hope that you enjoyed this guidebook and 
will consider joining us in our mission to reach 
the EU ‘3x20’ objectives.

The ENGAGE campaign offers cities the chance 
to become part of a unified, meaningful and effective 
campaign that tackles climate change tangibly by 
bringing local citizens all over Europe together under 
one common vision.

Interested in coming on board? Join the first 
group of cities and be a proud pioneer ENGAGE city.

Please click here to join ENGAGE and get 
your citizens and city involved.

We are pleased to announce that the first 150 cities to 
sign up can do so FREE of charge for the first year. 
There are, however, specific costs associated with 
running a poster campaign and organising ENGAGE 
days, such as printing large posters and 
photography. As costs are city or country specific 
please feel free to contact one of the 12 pioneer 
cities or Energy Cities for detailed expenses.

Oeiras sustainability workshop

Spread the word: Study visit, Oeiras, Portugal

To present some of the actions conceived in the 
Sustainable Energy Action Plan (SEAP) in Oeiras, 
and to ENGAGE other cities in the project, the 
Municipality of Oeiras, in partnership with the 
“Metropolitan Agenda 21” of the Lisbon 
Metropolitan area, organised an ENGAGE study 
visit and invited different municipalities.

The event was held on 11th October 2011 in 
Oeiras and was attended by 36 participants from 
Oeiras and municipalities within the Lisbon 
metropolitan area.

A workshop was held to discuss energy 
sustainability, including the SEAP in Oeiras, 
ENGAGE, energy efficiency in public lighting and 
the solar community.

This was followed up with a study visit to meet 
some of the projects referred to in the workshop 
and admire the posters showcasing ENGAGE 
commitments in the streets. The visiting cities 
were so impressed by what they saw in Oeiras 
that already five new Portuguese cities had joined 
ENGAGE by April 2012.

JOIN THE 
CAMPAIGN 
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with contributions from the 
12 ENGAGE pioneer cities:

Biesko-Biala (PL), Heerlen (NL), Heidelberg (DE), 
Helsinki (FI), Ivanić-Grad (HR), Leicester (GB), 
Liège (BE), Oeiras (PT), Pamplona (ES), 
Rennes Métropole (FR), Rimini (IT), Växjo (SE).

The sole responsibility for the content of this publication lies with the authors. It does not necessarily reflect 
the opinion of the European Union. Neither the EACI nor the European Commission are responsible for 
any use that may be made of the information contained therein.
Graphic identity by Diane Morel (www.dianemorel.com). Design by Futerra Sustainability Communications.

ENGAGE Contacts
Energy Cities  
Ian Turner  
ian.turner[a]energy-cities.eu

Futerra Sustainability 
Communications  
Emma Jackson  
emma[a]futerra.co.uk

Bielsko-Biała 
katarzyna kordas 
k.kordas[a]um.bielsko.pl

Heidelberg 
Sabine Lachenicht  
sabine.lachenicht[a]heidelberg.de 

Alexander krohn  
alexander.krohn[a]heidelberg.de

Helsinki  
Tiia katajamäki 
tiia.katajamaki[a]hel.fi  

Heerlen  
Hans van der Logt 
h.van.der.logt[a]heerlen.nl  

Ivanić-Grad 
Vlatka berlan 
vlatka.berlan[a]ivanic-grad.hr

Leicester  
Darsh Chauhan 
darsh.chauhan[a]leicester.gov.uk

Liège  
Eléonore Dayez 
eleonore.dayez[a]liege.be

Oeiras  
Paul Cristina Santos  
paula.santos[a]cm-oeiras.pt 

Pamplona  
José Costero  
j.costero[a]pamplona.es

Rennes Métropole  
brendan Catherine  
b.catherine[a]agglo-rennesmetropole.fr

Rimini  
Tiziana Felletti  
tiziana.felletti[a]comune.rimini.it

Växjö  
Sohie kim-Hagdahl  
sohie.kim-hagdahl[a]vaxjo.se
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